MEMORANDUM TO:

OIC, Office of the Asst. Schools Division Superintendent
Chief Education Supervisors, CID and SGOD
Elementary and Secondary School Heads
Officers-in-Charge of School
Public Schools Only

OPENING OF SCOUTING MONTH

Attached is a letter from Mr. Joseph T. Santos, EPS/OIC-Office of the Council Scout Executive dated September 30, 2020 re: Opening of Scouting Month with the theme "Creating a Better New Normal in this time of Pandemic" on October 3, 2020, 2:00 p.m. at via Zoom and FB Live, content of which is self-explanatory, for information and appropriate action.

All School Heads Public Schools District Supervisors, Education Program Supervisors, Council Local Executive Board Members and Officers are highly requested to attend in this activity.

Immediate and wide dissemination of this Memorandum is desired.

SHEeryl T. Gayola
Assistant Schools Division Superintendent
Officer-In-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent

October 2, 2020

Maka-Diyos, Makatao, Makakalikasan at Makabansa
COUNCIL MEMORANDUM NO.017 S.2020

TO: LOCAL COUNCIL EXECUTIVE BOARD & OFFICERS
    COMMISSIONERS OF ALL RANKS
    CITY SCOUTING COMMITTEE OFFICERS AND MEMBERS
    INSTITUTIONAL HEADS AND REPRESENTATIVES
    FIELD SCOUT EXECUTIVES AND COUNCIL STAFF
    SCOUT LEADERS
    ALL CONCERNED PERSONNEL

SUBJECT: 2020 SCOUTING MONTH CELEBRATION

1. As declared under Presidential Proclamation No.1326, October of every year is the celebration of Scouting Month.

2. In line with this, the council will conduct the opening of Scouting Month on October 3, 2020 via Zoom and FB live Opening Ceremonies will start at 2:00 p.m. with the Theme “Creating a Better New Normal in this time of Pandemic”.

3. All Institutional Units and Schools are invited to send Scouts and Unit Leaders to the said event.

4. Attire Type A Uniform or Type B

5. Likewise, School Heads, Public School District Supervisors, Education Program Supervisors, Council Local Executive Board Members and Officers are highly requested to attend in this activity.

6. Girl Scouts of the Philippines – Marikina Chapter is hereby invited to join the said activity.

7. The Link for this event will be sent through the Institutional Heads and other Officers of this Council via FB Messenger.

8. For your information and guidance.

JOSEPH T. SANTOS
Officer-In-Charge
Office the Council Scout Executive
OPENING CEREMONY
OCT 3, 2020 2:00 PM-3:00 PM

1. PRAYER ------------------------- SCTR. JUDITH P. GIGATARAS - FROM SAN ROQUE ELEM SCHOOL
2. NATIONAL ANTHEM --------------- SCTR. EMMA P. PAR - FROM PARANG ELEM SCHOOL
3. PLEDGE OF ALEGIANCE ------------ SCTR. WINCY JAY MATEO FROM STO NINO NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
4. SCOUT OATH AND LAW ------------- KAB SCOUT PROMISE AND LAW - SCTR PRINCE EURI A. FELICIANO - FROM NANGKAELEM.SCHOOL
   -- SCTR. JHADE LUCAS MIRANDA JOSEF FROM BARANGKA NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL
5. SENIOR SCOUT CODE ------------- SCTR. APRIL JOY LEE
6. BSP VISION AND MISSION -------- SCTR. FRANCIS SANTOS
7. ROLL CALL OF INSTITUTION
8. OPENING REMARKS --------------- MR. JOSEPH T. SANTOS
   OFFICER-IN-CHARGE
   METRO MANILA EAST COUNCIL
9. INTERMISSION SEARCH FOR THAT’S NY KAB 2020 CHAMPION -- SCTR. MIGUEL YÑIGO M.
   BERNARDO/ FROM SAN ROQUE ELEM SCHOOL
10. MMEC IDOL KO SI MAAM CHAMPION 2020 --- MS. APRIL M. SANGALANG FROM KAPT. MOY ELEM SCHOOL
11. INSPIRATIONAL MESSAGE -------- MS. SHERYLL T. GAYOLA
   OFFICER-IN-CHARGE
   OFFICE OF THE SCHOOL DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT
   MS. CECILE G. CARANDANG
   ASSISTANT SCHOOLS DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT
   OFFICER-IN-CHARGE
   OFFICE OF THE SCHOOLS DIVISION SUPERINTENDENT
   DIR. RAMIL S. BORBON
   NCR REGIONAL DIRECTOR
12. MESSAGE ---------------------- HON. MARCELINO R. TEODORO
   MARIKINA CITY MAYOR
   COUNCIL CHAIRMAN
   METRO MANILA EAST COUNCIL
13. INTERMISSION ------------------ HANNAH DETERA PABALAN
   ROVER SCOUTS CIRCLE 3
14. SCOUT BENEDICTION ------------ SCTR. MICHAEL RALPH DE VILLA

MASTER OF CEREMONY
SCTR. ELIJAH ESTEBAN AND SCTR HOWIE JAVIER